Loose Items:

Award statue (Torch of Learning), presented to AS by the American Friends of The Hebrew University, Philadelphia Physicians Division, 1981; bronze of man holding torch mounted on wood base with brass plaque, approximately 14” high (see Box 2 for award program)

Academic regalia: green and black robe; green cap with gold tassel; black, green, purple and red hood

Box 1:

reprints, [1958-2002]; these duplicate those in binders according to AS photographs, [1969-75] and n.d.
commencement program with history of MCP mace co-designed by AS, 1998
article: “The Physician and Art”, includes Alma Morani, 1988; AS collects too – purchased a Calder with AMA award money
MCP Academic Celebration program, 1970
internal announcement re: AS’s leaving Fox Chase for MCP, 1975
radio script for WCAU program in which AS took part (Hepatitis), n.d.
articles including AS, [1966-87]; (a number of these are MCP Today)
MCP commencement program, 1978
program brochures re: cancer screening, AS on panel, 1977
program, Israel Cancer Research Fund, First Annual Fellowship Awards, 1977
post-graduate course (one-day, nutrition), AS took part, 1978
program, VA Hospital’s 25th anniversary, 1978
program, Fox Chase oncology course, AS Director, 1975
program, MCP and Association of Indians in America, Honoring the Memory of Anandibai Joshee, 1976
program, AS talk on Hepatitis B and Liver Cancer in Rangoon, 1981
women in medical school statistics from 1970 to 1980
Sutnick Associates brochure re: AS’s wife, Mona, n.d.
abstracts, [1959-75]

Box 2:

articles including AS, [1975-88]; (a number of these are MCP Today)
program: Torch of Learning Award, American Friends of the Hebrew University, 1981 (AS, recipient)
correspondence, 1975-76
program: NY State Cancer Programs Association, Inc., “Emerging Aspects in the Care of the Cancer Patient”, AS was a speaker, 1975
program: American Society for Colposcopy and Colpomicroscopy, 1975 (AS, speaker)
MCP commencement program, 1980
program: 47th Hahnemann Symposium, “Clinical Therapeutics”, 1977 (AS, speaker)
MCP commencement program, 1976
Program: MCP Founder’s Day and 135th Birthday Celebration, 1985
MCP commencement program, 1989
AS’s Remarks for Commencement (MCP), 1989
MCP commencement program, 1992
Faculty line-up sheet, MCP commencement, 1992